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LEAN LI NESS FACTS
TIPS AND TRENDS FROM THE SOAP AND DETERGENT ASSOCIATION

475 Park Avenue South New York, New York 10016

WASHDAY101 wLaundry Basics for the College Bound ABLE OF CONTENTS

When it comes to teaching college-bound students September/October 1996
and first-time apartment dwellers how to do their

WASHDAY101own laundry, it's back to basics. Although new
Laundry Basics for the College Bounddevelopments in washers, dryers and laundry

products offer easy-to-achieve cleaning, basic CLUES TO COLOR LOSS
laundry procedures still need to be followed Dealing with Unstable Dyes 2

Step one is to read and follow garment care label
instructions. The next step is to sort the laundry. SDA NATIONAL CLEANING SURVEY
Separate whites from colors and light colors from Generation X - The Clean Generation 3
dark. Separate sturdy cottons from delicate and
permanent press items. Separate lint-givers, such HOME OFFICES

as sweatshirts, from lint-grabbers, such as Flexible and Clean Work Spaces 3

corduroy and permanent press items. Finally,
MISCELLANYseparate heavily soiled items from lightly soiled
Packed-safe Lunches 4

ones.
A Shocking Situation 4

As the clothes are separated into loads, empty
pockets and shake out cuffs. Close zippers and WHAT'S NEW? 4
hooks. Repair any holes or tears so they don't grow
in the wash. Pretreat stains, collars and cuffs. VIDEOCONFERENCE -97 5

The type of soil can influence the choice of
detergent. Granular detergents work well on mud "KEEP IT CLEAN" BRIEFS 6

and clay soils. Liquid detergents work effectively to
remove greasy, oily stains and can easily be used
to pretreat stains. Always add the detergent first,

cleaning performance. For best results, use warmthen the water, to ensure that the detergent is
water (90-110°F) for most loads, use hot watercompletely dissolved. Add the clothes last.
(130°F and above) for whites and heavily soiledBleach helps to remove stains and improve
items, and cold water (80°F or colder) for lightlycleaning power. Follow garment care instructions
soiled or brightly colored items.and bleach label directions for proper use. If there

Avoid overloading. The wash may get finishedis any doubt, test the garment for colorfastness in faster but it won't be nearly as clean. For bestan inconspicuous area, suggests The Soap and
results, items must circulate freely.Detergent Association. Generally, items that are being washed together,Fabric softener reduces static cling, minimizes
can be dried together. Shake the damp items towrinkling and softens clothes. Rinse-added loosen them before putting them in the dryer. Setsoftener goes into the final rinse. Dryer-added
controls for "regular" if most of the load is made upsoftener sheets go in the dryer at the beginning of
of all-cotton fabrics, or "permanent press" if thethe cycle.
load contains man-made fibers or permanent pressWater temperature is an important factor in
fabrics. To avoid unnecessary wrinkling, remove
items from the dryer as soon as it shuts off. Be

SDA sure to clean the lint filter after each use. .
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CLUES TO COLOR LOSS areas on silk may occur if the fabric is exposed to
Dealing with Unstable Dyes moisture plus abrasion, during wear or care.

Extended exposure to water with any detergent
When a term such as "Wash In Ice Cold Water," product can neutralize the stabilizing agent used
"Color May Wash Down," "Color Rubs Off," with these dyes, causing the color to run. During
"Designed to Bleed," "Do Not Use Detergent," normal wear, even perspiration can cause silk to
"Turn Inside Out to Launder," "Wash Before Wear" discolor under the arms

or "Use Cold Water," appear on a garment's care On cotton fabrics, certain types of bright red,
label, it is a clue that the dye may not be stable yellow and blue dyes can be completely removed if

Garments with unstable dyes may fade or run they come in contact with liquid household (sodium
under certain conditions, causing damage to the hypochlorite) bleach. If a color-safe (oxygen)
garment itself or to items laundered with it, warns bleach comes into contact with certain dyes,
The Soap and Detergent Association. These especially those used to create turquoise, olive and
conditions can include abrasion, long soaking time, rust colors on cottons, it can cause spots of color to
hot water, use of bleach or some stain or disappear.

pretreating products. Some dyes, especially the blue dyes that are
If there are no warnings on the label, it is used in cotton jeans, come off where the fabric

probably safe to assume that the fabric is colorfast. rubs against other things. This is why jeans
The term "colorfast" means that the fabric retains sometimes lose their color along seamlines and
its original hue without fading or running and can garment edges. If jeans rub up against the washing
be satisfactorily washed. However, this does not machine's agitator post during laundering, streaks
mean that it is safe to mix colorfast fabrics in with may appear where the color has rubbed off. For
any type of wash load. this reason, some manufacturers recommend

Almost all new fabrics contain a small amount of turning their blue jeans inside out before washing.
excess dye that can come off during the first few Blue dyes and colors that include blue, such as
washings and/orwearings. Any new, colored turquoise or green, are a special concern, no
garment should be washed before it is worn. For matter what the fiber. They may prove unstable.
this wash, and the next few washing, launder it with In addition to following the care label directions,
like-color garments. consumers can take certain precautions to avoid

Some colorfast fabrics contain dyes that wi color loss. All laundry products should be used
transfer to the wash load every time the fabric is according to the package directions. As a general
washed. This can occur even if the fabric itself rule, always add detergent to the washing machine
does not lose color. Bright red or orange dyes on first. Fill the washing machine with water and then
cotton fabrics are a particular problem. add the dirty clothes. Add bleach using the bleach

Color loss can occur immediately after the first dispenser on the washer, or according to directions
wash. Or, dyes can remain stable for several on the bleach package.
washings, and then suddenly fade. Or, the fading To determine the sensitivity of a dye to a
can occur gradually each time the garment is laundry product, dilute two tablespoons of the
washed. The latter occurrence is referred to as product in a cup of warm water. Soak an
washdown. unexposed area of the garment in this solution for

Even the choice of detergent can influence color 20 minutes. Or, apply a pretreatment product
loss. To an effective laundry detergent, an unstable directly to an inconspicuous area of the garment.
dye is the same as loose soil - it washes both of Rinse in warm water and air-dry. If the color
them away. The better the detergent performs, the changes or runs, try another type of product. Also
more loose soil and/or dye it removes try water alone. If the latter removes color, you may

As natural fibers become popular again, the want to return the item to the store. Dry cleaning is
number of unstable dyes may increase. Silk, wool, a possibility but it does not guarantee that the color

will not fade or run .cashmere and nylon are often colored with acid
dyes that can become unstable over time. Light
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TIPS AND TRENDS FROM THE SOAP AND DETERGENT ASSOCIATION

0 SDA NATIONAL CLEANING SURVEY HOME OFFICES
Generation X - The Clean Generation Flexible and Clean Work Spaces

According to a recent survey sponsored by The Home offices are here to stay. According to
Soap and Detergent Association, Americans may computer industry experts, by the year 2000, 60%
be getting cleaner - at least if Generation X has of U.S. households will operate a revenue-
anything to say about it! producing business. This prediction is buoyed by
These consumers (ages 18-29) rate cleanliness the fact that the technology already exists to turn

a priority in everything from housekeeping to any home office into a thriving business.
personal appearance and hygiene. In fact, they Some people have a room dedicated exclusively
often shower several times a day. to a home office, while others set aside space in
The survey showed that Generation Xers have another room. For the former, consumers are

the most questions about which cleaning products looking for furniture that provides work space and
to select. This may account for their preference for modularity. For the latter, a computer desk that
all-purpose cleaners. In contrast, Depression provides space efficiency and functionality, an
Generation/War Babies (ages 51 plus) trust task- "office in a box," fulfills their needs.
specific products. However, both these groups Personal computers and printers are still the
share the same high standards when it comes to hard core components of the home office. But,
household cleanliness. And, when Generation new equipment is creeping in. Screen-based
Xers want to know the answers to their cleaning phones allow the user to bank, pay bills and take
questions, they do what generations of women care of other finances. High-speed modems are
before them have done: they ask their mothers. essential for efficient access to the Internet.
But, like Americans of all age groups, they also Where budget and space constraints prevail, the
depend on a variety of other information sources, multifunction machine is a cost effectiver from product labels to manufacturers' toll-free alternative to several stand-alone components.
numbers to magazine and newspaper articles. This type of integrated unit performs several

Baby Boomers (ages 30-50) expressed functions; copying, printing, faxing and scanning.
diminished concern for household cleanliness. While the trend toward home offices brings
This generation is strapped for time - attending increased freedom and entrepreneurship, what it
to their children and/or grandchildren, maintaining doesn't bring is the office cleaning staff. Therefore,
jobs and caring for aging parents. What little time The Soap and Detergent Association offers some
they have for cleaning is mainly directed to the tips for keeping the home office clean.
most used and most visible rooms the Laminates are popular surfaces, in part because
bathroom and the kitchen. However, 20 years they are easy to keep clean with the aid of a
ago, when most Baby Boomers were ages 18-29, nonabrasive, all-purpose cleaner. Be aware,
they were the group that reported the lowest level however, that these surfaces can become
of enjoyment toward cleaning. scratched, worn and dull looking with use. Wood

The sun/ey was conducted by sociology furniture should be dusted on a regular basis. Use
professor John Robinson, Ph.D., of the University a clean cloth with furniture polish on it. Dusting
of Maryland. It included interviews with with a dry cloth can eventually scratch and dull the
approximately 550 female respondents using finish. Painted surfaces are usually washable, with
random-digit telephoning and qualitative research. either a nonabrasive, all-purpose cleaner or a

Those interviewed maintain that women are still wood cleaner. However, before cleaning the entire
responsible for the majority of household cleaning. surface with one of these products, test-clean in
Despite busy lifestyles, more women today (56%) an inconspicuous spot, especially if the surface is
think it is very important to keep their homes neat newly painted. Special cleaners are available for
and tidy, compared to women in 1975 (48%). . computer screens. .
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^MISCELLANY WHAT'S NEW?

Packed-safe Lunches The Back Pac comes with all the tableware for an

elegant picnic for two: plates, napkins, forks andWith just a little bit of forethought, it's easy to pack wine glasses, plus cutting knife, cutting board,safe and nutritious lunches. The Soap and
cheese slicer, corkscrew and tablecloth. And,Detergent Association encourages parents to thanks to Microcore, a patented, nontoxic,follow these simple guidelines.
nonstaining, nonirritating element that keeps thingsThe best lunch items are wasted if children trade
hot or cold, food stored in the Back Pac stays atthem away. Find out what your children are trading, just the right temperature for hours.then pack duplicates. Popular and nutritious trades (Vesture Corporation; 202 Commerce Place;include oatmeal raisin or peanut butter cookies or P.O. Box 791; Randleman, NC 27317)popcorn sealed in a sandwich bag.

Wash lunch boxes and thermos bottles in hot,
soapy water after each use. To keep hot drinks, The new Steam Vac Jr. is a compact extractionsoups, chili, etc. hot, preheat the thermos with cleaner designed for spot and in-between, touch-upboiling water before filling. cleaning. A split tank system which holds cleaningIn order to grow, bacteria need warmth, moisture, solution and recovery water, an auto-float, shut-offand a food source. If possible, have children valve which prevents the recovery tank fromrefrigerate bag meals at school until it's time to eat. overflowing, and a 12-foot power cord are just aIf not, their lunches should be stored in a cool and few of the features that make the unit easy todry location, away from window sills and radiators.

transport.To help keep lunches cold, prepare and freeze (The Hoover Company; 101 E. Maple Street;non-mayonnaise-based sandwiches the night North Canton, OH 44720-2597)before. They will thaw out by lunchtime. A frozen
can of juice or a gel-pack will also help keep lunch
box contents cold.

Meal planning, shopping lists and recipe selection
are all at your fingertips with the Kitchen AssistantA Shocking Situation interactive cookbook. The two-pound, water-

Safety experts estimate that every 16 hours resistant unit includes a monitor, built-in keyboard
someone is electrocuted in the home. Many of and internal hard drive. Although the unit will not
these tragedies could be avoided if some common accept diskettes, consumers can input personal
electrical hazards were eliminated. comments and family recipes. Additional recipes

Use the proper type plug in each outlet. Beware of will be available on cookbook "memory cards."
loose fitting plugs. They can overheat and cause (Brother International Corp.; 200 Cottontail Lane;
fires. Be sure unused outlets have safety covers. Somerset, NJ 08875)

Check cords regularly for fraying and cracking.
Keep them out ofwalkways, and do not run them
under furniture or rugs. Make sure extension cords With the Whirlpool Cycle Logic, a system of color-
do not overheat. coded controls, doing laundry becomes simple

If an appliance repeatedly blows a fuse or gives enough for even children. For first time users,
an electrical shock, don't ignore this warning! Have sorting fabric is demystified; for senior citizens and
it repaired or replaced immediately. those with poor vision, the highly visible controls

For more information, The Soap and Detergent make the washer and dryer easier to use. The
Association advises consumers to contact the system also offers a wash/quick dry cycle that
National Electrical Safety Foundation; 2120 L efficiently handles two or three garments.
Street NW; Suite 300; Washington, DC 20037 and (Whirlpool Brand Appliances; Whirlpool
enclose a 55-cent stamped, self-addressed #10 Corporation; Benton Harbor, Ml 49022) .

envelope for a free home safety booklet. .
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.ainic SOON...
to a location near you!t;

An interactive videoconference,
live via satellite!

April 17,1997
1:00 pm - 4:00 pm Eastern Time
Cleaning Products.--^

.̂ *

In Our Homes,
/.-.

f^ fr

t

In Our Environment.f

Topics Will Include:
. Future trends, such as changes in consumer lifestyles, and

how they will affect your role as a community educator.
\

. Developing successful community outreach programs -
V, including highlights from current programs that work!^ <

^

n

. Waste management strategies for cleaning product source^

.1
;1.»

^

reduction and disposal.»^t

Sponsored by . Updates on major cleaning product categories-
The Soap and Detergent Association laundry/dishwashing/personal care products and
USDA Cooperative State Research, hard surface cleaners.Education and Extension Service
University of Maryland Cooperative . How cleaning products are formulated including humanExtension Service

and environmental safety considerations.

Special feature: Ask the Experts!
Call in your questions during three live Q&A sessions.

YESI.
D Be a downlink site/site coordinatorI want to,..
D Attend the videoconference

Name:

Affiliation:

Mailing Address:

Watch for

updates Phone: Fax:

^|roughout E-mail address:

1996! Mail or fax this completed form to: The Soap and Detergent Association
475 Park Avenue South

\
New York, NY 10016 t

\
Fax:212-213-0685

\

\
\



"KEEP IT CLEAN" BRIEFS Don't over dry garments. They will be less
wrinkled if removed when they are barely dry. It's

The Soap and Detergent Association offers ok for elastic bands in socks, bras and shorts to
^

laundry tips for back-to-school garments and be slightly damp when they are removed from the
stains. dryer.
Separate "lint-givers," like sweatshirts, chenille.

robes and towels, from "lint-takers," such as
corduroy, permanent press and synthetic As you cook, check the oven for food spills. A
fabrics. Turn "lint-takers" inside out before quick wipe with a damp cloth or sponge right after
washing. removing foods can clean up many burnt-on foods
Allow mud stains to dry before washing them. before they set and become more difficult to.

Brush off as much dried mud as possible, then remove.

pretreat with a prewash stain remover, a paste
of granular laundry detergent and water, or liquid
laundry detergent. Launder. Painted walls, furniture and woodwork are usually
Pretreat ink stains using a prewash stain washable. However, always test a cleaning.

remover, then launder. Some inks may be solution on an inconspicuous area first, especially
impossible to remove. if the surface is newly painted. Nonabrasive, all-
Dingy socks can be revived by soaking in a purpose cleaners and wood cleaners are effective.

presoak product or laundry detergent and water on painted surfaces. .

for at least 30 minutes, or overnight if they are
really dirty. Launder using a detergent and
bleach.

This newsletter is not copyrighted. The content may be used at will, with or without credit to The Soap and Detergent Association. Mention of product
names or manufacturers does not constitute an endorsement or a guarantee of performance or safety of such products by the Association and/or its
member companies. This paper is made from recycled fibers that include post-consumer waste.

The Soap and Detergent Association
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